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Campus Master Plan Orientation
What is a Master Plan and its Purpose?
A Master Plan develops and articulates a vision for the transformation of the campus while
providing flexibility to accommodate changing attitudes and the evolving nature of campus
environments.
What a Master Plan will do and not do?
There are many reasons why it’s strategic to have a comprehensive campus master plan:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Master Plan Will Do
Does align with the academic and strategic
planning
Does plan for growth so that every dollar spent
improving physical campus supports our mission/
vision
Does plan for best use of existing lands,
development sites, and facilities versus one at a
time approach
Does ensure daily decisions part of a long term
vision
Does raise our aspirations with an optimistic
hopeful outlook for our future
Does meet regulatory requirements and
consistency with municipal and regional planning
Does assist in raising money
Does promote trusting relationships with our
adjacent neighborhoods, municipalities, and the
region

•
•
•

•

Master Will Not Do
Does not define a financial plan for construction
– the capital planning process, defines the funding
sources and viable phasing;
Does not define all potential new building needs
and specific sites for the life of the institution;
Does not design new buildings and landscaping,
but rather creates clear design and siting
principles based on University mission and
identity; and
Does not directly fund implementation of specific
policies and components of the Master Plan
(e.g., removal of parking lots in core campus
to peripheral and off-site locations, improve
pedestrian connections, etc.).

What is the history of master planning at the University?
The University has been involved in master planning since the mid 1960’s beginning with
the Office of Dan Kiley, Site and Landscape Consultant, a world renown architect based in
Charlotte, VT. These concepts have withstood the test of time and are key components of
our current planning, such as, enhancing the pedestrian campus by restricting parking to the
periphery of campus; identifying necessary internal roadways for service and special vehicles
to the core of the campus; highlighting the environment and recommending planning policies
focus on the environment; and recommending the removal of scattered parking lots and build
strategically located garages. The University followed this Plan with multiple Plans in the
1980’s and the 1990’s expanding the purview of master planning that has culminated in the
comprehensive and illustrative 2006 Campus Master Plan, approved by the BOT in May 2006.
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What are the Key Parameters considered in Master Planning?
The following parameters are standard components for institutional master planning.

Key Planning Parameters
Space
•
•
•
•

Projections
Capital Projects
Enrollment Growth
Research Growth
Faculty/Staff Growth

Regulatory Constraints
•
Land Use Plan
•
Impervious Surface Limitations
•
Height Limitations
•
Transportation and Parking
•
Institutional Setbacks

Physical Constraints
•
Topography
•
Roads
•
Reservoir
•
Natural Preserve

Open Space Network
•
Massing of the Campus
•
Viewsheds
•
Institutional Buffers

What are the Key Assumptions utilized in the 2006 Campus Master Plan?
The planning assumptions were based on the University’s vision and strategic plan.

Key Planning Assumptions
Enrollments
•
Undergraduate – increase to 9,485 by FY 2015
•
Graduate – increase to 1,566 by FY 2015
•
Medicine – remain level (395 students)
Housing
•
Target to provide housing for 60% of
undergraduate students
Space
•
Estimated need to grow by 600,000 ASF
Sponsored Activity
•
Estimated 50% increase to funding

Campus Master Plan Orientation

Faculty/Staff
•
Faculty increases to support enrollment growth
•
Research faculty increases to support research
growth
•
Staff increases to support faculty
Parking
•
Relocate most parking to perimeter of campus, off
Central Campus except for handicapped, service,
emergency, short term/visitor, and small portion
for faculty/staff needs
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What are the Guiding Planning Principles?
The 2006 master planning process confirmed that the guiding principles and premises
established by the 1997 CMP were sound and consistent with the planning objectives of today
and into the future. These principles are utilized by the University to review and assess all
projects that impact campus landholdings:
Planning Principles
Circulation – continued improvement of the
pedestrian campus, provide linkages to minimize
vehicular traffic
Inclusive & Accessible – settings for a diverse
Compatibility – enhance continuity of open space and
community that facilitates communication
building by respecting scale, materials, and massing of
adjacencies
Environmental Sustainability – conserves
Flexibility – develop facilities, utilities, open
resources, minimizes environmental impacts,
space, circulation that allows evolving and changing
incorporates environmental safety practices
academic/research needs
Sense of Place – welcoming, organized and
comprehensible

What land has been identified for future development purposes?
The University has established a number of “land banks” across the campuses that represent
site options for future development to meet future academic, residential, student services,
athletics, and research needs. Consistent with the 1997 CMP, first options for siting a project
is on pre-developed land, such as parking lots.
What architectural design controls have been established?
The University established unique architectural districts within the campus that are defined
by architectural character and vision for the future. Development rules for buildings
(foreground, background, transitional) and landscape (open space, special views, physical
layout and location, focal points) in the distinct architectural campus areas have been
established that will further enhance the strengths and distinctions within the architectural
district.
The University further established broad architectural and landscape design goals and
strategies to control the aesthetic and functional development of the campus:

Overarching Design Goals & Strategies
Sustainable Design – all projects will be developed
Building and Landscaping Materials – priorities will
for LEED certification.
be for recycled materials, sustainable materials, and/or
native, indigenous materials to the State.
Circulation within Buildings – recommend that
Light Filled Public Spaces – recommend that all
circulation within new buildings provides interior
new buildings, additions, and renovations have glass
connections with other buildings or campus
enclosed public gathering spaces that bring daylight
destinations.
inside and allow users to look onto the campus.
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What is the review process to ensure all project compliance with the CMP?
The Campus Master Planning Advisory Committee (CMPC) has developed an extensive
site planning and design review process utilizing key criteria and components of the CMP
that is in process for internal approval. In addition, the CMPC has been charged by senior
administration to review all projects utilizing the review criteria to assess compliance
with the 2006 CMP and forward recommendations to senior administration for next step
decisions. The CMPC representatives have been chosen specifically because of their role and
knowledge of facilities and infrastructure, including representatives from Administrative &
Facilities Services; Campus and Student Life; Campus Planning Services; Capital Planning &
Management; Campus Area Transportation Management Association; Environmental Council;
Facilities, Design & Construction; Faculty Senate Physical & Financial Planning, Historic
Preservation, Landscape Faculty; Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender/Questioning/Allies;
Physical Plant; Provost; Staff Council; and Student Government Association.

Overview
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Overview
Site Planning & Design
Review Process
The University established an
adopted internal comprehensive
Site Planning Review Process in its
1997 Campus Master Plan. This
review process will be continued and
augmented with a comprehensive
“Design Review Process.” These
comprehensive reviews are designed
to ensure that all projects comply
with the 2006 Campus Master Plan,
adhering to the guiding principles,
design district guidelines and
standards outlined in this document,
thereby meeting a fiduciary
responsibility for compliance with the
University’s future vision.
This policy ensures:
• an integrated approach to
planning and design to create
and maintain a physical
environment consistent with
the University’s status as the
state’s flagship institution;
• the long term stewardship of
its facilities, environment, and
space resources in support of
the academic and strategic
objectives of the University;
and
• all physical development on
campus complies with the
planning principles of the
2006 Campus Master Plan.
The 2006 Campus Master Plan
Chapter 2: Guiding Principles of this
document describes the University’s

strategic direction, planning goals,
objectives, and planning assumptions
that underlay the planning principles
and premises for future physical
development on campus.
By adhering to these principles
and design guidelines, all campus
physical development will ensure that
the campus environment is a place
where students, faculty, staff, and the
community-at-large can live, learn,
work, and play safely in a setting that
is inclusive, aesthetically pleasing,
builds community, and supports the
mission of the University.
This policy represents a commitment
to the protection of those
architectural, functional, and
aesthetic qualities that distinguish
the University campus, including
overarching goals of inclusiveness,
environmental sustainability, and
promotion of a pedestrian campus
and all the integral components to
realize a safe and healthy campus.
The policy affirms that the decisionmaking process with regard to
land and facilities development
will be collaborative and inclusive,
while articulating clear lines of
authority and responsibility. Good
communication and involvement
of appropriate governance,
administrative, and constituent
bodies are essential to the successful
utilization and implementation of the
2006 Campus Master Plan.
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Overall Process
Prior to the project undergoing
feasibility studies and/or external
regulatory review, early in the project
development and design phases, the
University will conduct three to four
internal project reviews: Preliminary
Project Planning, Campus Master
Planning Advisory Committee Site
Planning Review followed by or in
conjunction with the Design Review
process and Landscape Advisory
Subcommittee depending upon the
scope and complexity of the proposed
project. Campus Planning Services
is responsible for coordinating
and leading this review process
and providing written findings and
recommendations for Provost/Vice
President for Finance & Enterprise
Services and the development teams.

Campus Master Plan Compliance
– all projects will comply with the
principles, premises and design
guidelines identified in this 2006
Campus Master Plan.
Inclusive and Accessible – all
projects, including new building,
major renovation/addition, and open
space network projects must consider
the best options to promote safe and
secure interaction and integration
among a diverse community and
comply with all local, state, and
federal standards.

Site Planning & Design
Review Process
All projects that will impact the land
use and exterior of facilities will
undergo a minimum of three internal
reviews – preliminary project review,
site planning review, and design
review. Depending upon the scope
of the project and its complexity, site
planning and design review may be
merged as one review.

Sustainable Design – all new
building and major renovation
projects will be developed for LEEDTM
certification, and comply with the
University’s commitment to the
“American College and University
Presidents Commitment on Climate
Change.” When possible and
financially feasible, the University will
purchase Vermont goods and services
in the design and construction of
these buildings (see University Policy
- Environmental Design and Vermont
Purchasing in new and Renovated
Buildings at www.uvm.edu/
%7Euvmppg/ppg/facil/greenbuilding.
html for more details).

The 2006 Campus Master Plan
is comprised of many initiatives.
The overarching site and design
guidelines articulated in this Plan that
needs to be addressed in all reviews
includes:

Architectural Characteristics – all
projects will be reviewed in light of
the recommended district guidelines
for new foreground, transitional, and
background buildings, and additions
and renovations.

Overview
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Historic Context – all projects
that impact historic resources must
comply with the U.S. Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Treatment of
Historic Properties to ensure that a
property’s most significant features
will be preserved, while allowing
adaptations for contemporary
uses. (Refer to the National Park
Services’ website at www.cr.nps.
gov/hps/tsp/standguide/ with
associated guidelines for preserving,
rehabilitating, and reconstructing
historic buildings).
Light Filled Public Spaces – it is
recommended when feasible and
appropriate that all new buildings,
additions, and renovations have
public gathering spaces that bring
daylight inside and allows users to
look onto the campus.
Universal Design - it is
recommended when feasible and
appropriate that all new buildings,
additions, and renovations
incorporate products and design
environments that promote usability
by all without the need for adaptation
or specialized design.

Pedestrian Campus: all projects
will promote and enhance the
pedestrian experience on campus,
providing the necessary linkages to
existing circulation patterns of the
campus, including:
Circulation within &
between Buildings – it is
recommended that circulation
within new buildings provide
interior connections with other
buildings and/or campus
destinations.
Building and Landscape
- new buildings, renovations,
and additions will promote
a strong relationship with
the landscape around them,
addressing the existing
conditions and deficiencies.
The project scope will need
to include the requisite
connections and upgrades to
strengthen the open space
network across campus.
Building and Landscape Materials
– priorities will be for recycled and/or
sustainable materials and/or products
as well as those produced and/or
indigenous to Vermont.
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Preliminary Project Review
The University’s Project Planning Committee comprised of the Director of
Facilities Design & Construction, Director of Campus Planning Services and the
Director of Capital Planning and Management will first review all projects to
determine viability, appropriateness, site, and general support from Provost/Vice
President for Finance & Enterprise Services before next steps of the review process
are conducted.
The Campus Master Planning Advisory Committee (CMPC) is an advisory
committee charged with the responsibility to assess all projects against the planning
principles and premises in this 2006 Campus Master Plan (CMP) and provide
recommendations of next steps to Provost/Vice President for Finance & Enterprise
Services. The review is focused on site planning and design review to ensure the
project complies with the CMP and is aligned with the vision of the institution. The
CMPC membership is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Associate Vice President for Administrative & Facilities Services
Assistant Vice President for Campus and Student Life
Campus Planning Services Director (Chairperson)
Campus Planning Services Associate Planner
Campus Planning Services Assistant Planner
Capital Planning & Management Director
Campus Area Transportation Management Association (CATMA) Executive
Director
Environmental Council Representative
Faculty Landscape Representative (faculty representative of Landscape
Advisory Subcommittee)
Facilities Design & Construction Director
Facilities Design & Construction University Architect
Facilities Design & Construction Associate Architect
Faculty Senate Physical & Financial Planning Committee Representative
Historic Preservation Representative
Physical Plant Director
Physical Plant Engineer
Physical Plant Grounds Manager (staff representative of Landscape
Advisory Subcommittee)
Provost Representative
Student Government Association Representative
Graduate Senate Representative
Staff Council Representative
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To help expedite the review processes, the CMPC has identified a CMPC Review
Subcommittee that will meet on a monthly basis to provide preliminary review
of projects for the full CMPC. The committee will be comprised of the following
representatives:

For those projects that are small or timely in nature, the CMPC Review
Subcommittee will provide the full review and recommendations in order for the
project to be installed or implemented in a timely manner. The CMPC Review
Subcommittee will document the review and if deemed appropriate, draft a

Preliminary Project Review
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Additionally, to strengthen the campus landscape and open space network, the
University has established the Landscape Advisory Subcommittee (LAS), a
subcommittee of the CMPC. Depending upon the scope and complexity of the
project, the LAS will conduct an in-depth review of the project as directed by the
CMPC, including tree plantings and removals among other review criteria. The LAC
membership is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Campus Planning Services Planner (staff committee)
Physical Plant Grounds Manager
Facilities Design & Construction representative
Development & Alumni Relations Representative
Faculty Landscape Representative(s)
Faculty Forestry Representative
Student Government Association Representative
Graduate Senate Representative
Other interested members of the campus community with landscape expertise

13
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Planning Review Process
The Campus Master Planning Advisory Committee’s first review of projects is focused
on site planning related to the impact to land use and the external environment.
Within this review, CMPC will provide written guidance to mitigation needs and
basic design elements that need to be addressed as the project undergoes further
development.
SITE PLANNING

STEP 1:

FACTS. Campus Planning Services and the “client” establish the “facts”
of the project. That is, the program needs, space needs, parking
needs, zoning considerations, proposed site selection, analysis of
adaptive reuse of facilities on-campus, etc.

STEP 2:

PROJECT PLANNING COMMITTEE REVIEW. This committee will
first review all projects to determine viability, appropriateness, and
general support from Provost/Vice President for Finance & Enterprise
Services before next steps of the review process are conducted.
FEASIBILITY STUDY. If warranted, further study may be requested
to ensure viability and feasibility of the project.

STEP 3:

SITE IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT – Campus Master Planning
Advisory Committee identifies appropriate alternative sites for the
project, based on the principles and premises to ensure best options
are assessed for each project.
PLANNING PRINCIPLES – cycle through all of the “Planning
Principles” to confirm that the project is viable as proposed from the
“principle” perspective. Assume that all the “principles” are applicable
to the proposed project. Principles include: Sense of Place, Inclusive &
Accessible, Environmental Sustainability, Circulation, Compatibility, and
Flexibility.
•

If one of the “principles” does not work, the project is not
viable as conceived. However, review all principles and note the
reasons the project does not meet any of the principles and any
other qualifications that should be addressed in a subsequent
proposal by the originator. The committee should forward
alternative options and return the proposal to the originator with
appropriate comments.
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PLANNING PREMISES - cycle through all general land use planning
and facilities premises to determine if the premises are applicable or
not to the project/needs.
•

If the project is viable, continue through the process. Pass
on any qualifications, mitigation recommendations, internal
departmental review requirements, and other comments that
should be addressed further in the process of decision making,
i.e., design considerations, etc.

STEP 4:

OVERVIEW RESULTS. Review the results of the testing of the
premises to determine if the project and site(s) are viable at this
point in the process. This includes the qualifications that need to be
addressed to continue through the remaining steps of the process.

		

If too many premises represent major problems to continue assessing
the project as proposed, this would bump the project back to the
“drawing board” to be reconsidered if changes can be made to pass
the principle/premises testing while fulfilling the program needs of the
project.

STEP 5:

PRELIMINARY APPROVAL. The CMPC reports to the Provost/
Vice President for Finance & Enterprise Services that the project and
site(s) meets the land use planning principles and premises, including
qualifications or issues that were highlighted in the review process. If
needed, preliminary Board of Trustees review and approval to proceed
with next steps.

Site Planning Review Process
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DESIGN REVIEW
STEP 6:

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT & DESIGN REVIEW. The Development
team develops project and submits preliminary development plans for
internal Campus Master Planning Advisory Committee and depending
upon the scope of the project requests the Landscape Advisory
Subcommittee (LAS) review and approval. CMPC utilizes established
design criteria to assess project to ensure compatibility with the 2006
Campus Master Plan. Design review criteria includes: Inclusive &
Accessible; Sustainable Design; Architectural Characteristics; Historic
Context; Light Filled Public Spaces; Pedestrian Campus – Circulation
within & between Buildings, Building and Landscape; and Building &
Landscape Materials.

STEP 7:

PROJECT APPROVAL. Based on project development plans and
recommendations of the CMPC, Provost/Vice President for Finance &
Enterprise Services reviews and approves the project. If required,
project is presented to the Board of Trustees for approval.

STEP 8:

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT & PERMIT PLANS. Development team
works closely with Campus Planning Services to complete the requisite
permit drawings and site plans for local and state permitting of the
project.

STEP 9:

PERMIT & CONSTRUCTION. Campus Planning Services submits
permit applications and coordinates the public process. Permit received
and construction begins.

STEP 9A:

PERMIT AMENDMENT. If the project scope has changed significantly
enough to warrant an amendment to the permit, the project must
undergo CMPC review to ensure the changes are in compliance with
the CMP. Return to Step 6 and repeat these steps with the amended
project scope and design.

STEP 10:

PROJECT COMPLETED. Construction and all associated landscaping
is completed and all final Certificates of Occupancy are received as
needed for the University to move in.
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Site Planning & Design Review Process
Step by Step Approach

Establish Facts
Program Needs, Space Needs,
Site Selection, Zoning Considerations

Establish Needs, Program
& Site Considerations

Site Alternatives Not Proposed
Make Changes
if Appropriate

Review & Assessment
Project Planning Committee

Review & Assessment
Feasibility Study
As Warranted

Site(s) Proposed

Prepare Feasibility Study
As Warranted

Site Selection & Alternatives
Assess Compliance with Principles
Cycle through Site Options

Principles Not Met

Overview Results
Forward Provost/VP Finance
& Enterprise Service
with Recommendations

Preliminary Approval
Provost/VP Finance &
Enterprise Services

Project Development
Design Review by CMPC

Recommendation/Approval
Provost/VP Finance &
Enterprise Services
& Board of Trustees, if required

Project Development
Prepare Permit & Construction Plans

Permitting & Construction

Not Forwarded

Planning Principles & Premises
CMPAC Cycle Through
All Site Options

Overview Results
Testing of Premises on Project
CMPC Reports Recommendations
with Qualifications & Mitigations
Provost/VP Finance & Enterprise Services

Project Completed

Site Planning Review Process

• Sense of Place
• Inclusive & Accessble
• Environmental Sustainability
• Circulation
• Compatibility
• Flexibility

Preliminary Approval
Provost/VP Finance & Enterprise Services

Project Development
Site & Architectural Design
Development Plan
Design Review by CMPC
Based on Design Guidelines

Recommendation/Approval
Provost/VP Finance & Enterprise Services
& BOT, if required
Project Development
Permit & Construction Plans

Permitting & Construction

Permitting Amendment
(If Needed)

Sites Selected
Campus Master Planning
Advisory Committee (CMPC)

Permit Amendment (If Needed)
Recycle through design review process

Project Completed

• Inclusive & Accessible
• Sustainable Design
• Architectural Characteristics
• Historic Context
• Building, Landscape & Materials
• Light Filled Public Spaces
• Universal Design
• Circulation between Buildings
Landscape Advisory
Subcommittee
Dependent on Scope of Project,
Review Requested
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Site Planning & Design Review Criteria
The 2006 Campus Master Plan identifies
an overall site planning and design
review process that is conducted
internally before approval by the Board
of Trustees and the local, regional, and
state regulatory bodies as described
above. To do that well, the University
has established an in-depth list of
questions that all relate to the overall
vision for the physical environs of the
institution.

The Campus Master Planning Advisory
Committee (CMPC) is charged to
use these in their review of projects
recognizing that many may not apply
to an individual project and additional
issues may need further exploration.
In that light, CMPC reserves the right
to continue to modify or add to the
following criteria for as needed and will
update the appropriate documents as
needed.

Site Planning Criteria
The 2006 Campus Master Plan describes the overriding planning principles and
premises that are the foundation of the Plan and provide the framework to assess
projects to ensure compliance with the long term vision of the institution (refer to
Chapter 2: Guiding Principles).
1. All projects must be consistent with the following planning principles
outlined in the 2006 Campus Master Plan:
Planning Principles for Physical Development
P1

Sense of Place


Considering the types of functions and uses of the project, does the project site fit
within the appropriate campus district?



Does this project effect entries/gateways? If so, does it enhance it? Provide a
welcoming perspective?



Does this project blend with the proximate or contiguous physical elements? Does it
improve the organization of physical elements?



Is this project aesthetically pleasing?



Does the project preserve, enhance, and/or restore the built and natural
environment?



Does the project provide a safe and engaging space?
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P2

Inclusive & Accessible


By the project’s program, design, and/or site location, does the project improve (or
not hinder) access to academic services, support services, and student services?



Is the site adaptable and accessible for physically challenged people?



Does the project promote inclusive interaction and/ or integration of the internal and
external community, including people with diverse lifestyles, backgrounds, cultures,
and abilities?



Does the project facilitate communication? That is, between students, faculty, staff,
and/or the public community?



Does the project ensure safety for all users?

P3

Environmental Sustainability


By function and design, does the project consider conservation of resources and
energy, including open land?



Does the project utilize existing footprints of developed spaces?



In terms of energy use (efficiency of the building, mechanical systems, and lighting),
does the project construction conform to minimum standards or are there high
standards for efficiency? Is the project being developed for LEEDTM certification?



In terms of materials used for the project, can materials be used from renewable
resources or made from recycled materials? Are they durable? Are there air quality
concerns (emissions, odors, etc.)? What maintenance will be needed?



How do the environmental considerations relate to the cost effectiveness and the
project’s long-term sustainability? Has a cost benefit analysis been conducted to
assess other viable options to meet the needs versus building new?



Does the project site impact open spaces or natural lighting for other nearby land
uses or building occupants?



Does the project incorporate solar orientation or maximize on natural light?

P4

Circulation


Does the project enhance existing circulation and linkages? CATS Shuttle? CCTA?
North-South Corridor?



Does the project reinforce and advance the goal of a pedestrian campus?



Does the project site promote connectivity to open spaces, outdoor teaching areas,
pedestrian walks, and parking facilities?



Does the project provide inclusive and accessible interaction opportunities?



Does the project address the necessary site connections with existing pedestrian
linkages, lighting, etc.?

Site Planning & Design Review Criteria
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P5

Compatibility


By its location, does the project preserve continuity of open spaces?



Is the project layout compatible with the campus geometries?



Is the size, massing, and scale compatible with its surrounding environment? Are
the materials compatible in its environment and consistent with the design district
materials?



Does the project generate vehicular traffic or create any adverse impacts such as
unhealthy noise or fumes?

P6

Flexibility


Does the project include design for adaptable campus environment and infrastructure
(both internal and external)?



Can the project upon completion accommodate changing programs, users, needs?



Overall, does the project consider economical approaches and provide mechanisms for
minimal disruption as the project is completed?

General Land Use Premises
L1

Regulations: Specifically, what regulatory processes are projected to be involved in
this project? Any issues that need to be mitigated in order to conform to all the local,
regional and state land use regulations?

L2

Central Campus Priority:


Does the project’s function include high walk-in contact academic functions and
student services?



Is this project related to a college or school? If so, does this enhance an integrated
and/or /identifiable location?

L3

Campus Periphery: Does this project’s function comprised of low walk-in contact
administrative or support services? If so, is the project sited for Central Campus
periphery?

L4

Athletic/Fitness: If the project involves athletic/fitness, does it meet the existing
requirements of the athletic competition regulations? Is the project sited proximate
to the Athletic Campus?

L5

Residential: Is the project sited within Redstone Campus or adjacent areas of
Central Campus?

L6

North-South Corridor: Does the project preserve and enhance north-south corridor
on campus and locate new buildings in respect to and enhance this corridor? Are all
modes of circulation considered (pedestrian, shuttle, etc.)?
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L7

Boundary Transitions: If the project is located at the perimeter of the campus
borders, is there mitigating institutional impact on the surrounding neighborhoods?
Mitigation includes providing transitions between institutional uses of land and the
residential neighborhoods by buffers, etc.

L8

Infrastructure: What is the impact on and access to the existing infrastructure both
internally and externally owned? Has a building system review been conducted,
including but not limited to, energy, carbon emissions and “healthy building”
components such as air exchanges and quality? And have on-going maintenance
needs and financial resources been factored into the project? Has the project been
reviewed by key Physical Plant departments, such as, HVAC, Custodial, Grounds,
Solid Waste and Recycling? Has the project built into its budget infrastructure
assessments, including landscape maintenance needs?

L9

Open Space/Landscape: Does the site of the project fit with the Land Banks and
Illustrative Plan maps? Consideration should include maintaining open space buffers
between buildings to improve and enhance circulation and preserve buffers between
institutional and residential neighborhoods. Does the project address the requisite
connections to existing circulation patterns to promote a pedestrian campus? Does
the landscape address safety and security issues?

L10

Parking: If the project includes a new footprint, first consideration should include
the use of unstructured parking lots. If existing parking lots are impacted what’s
the mitigation to the loss of existing parking spaces? Replacement parking should
be pushed to the periphery except for identified parking needs for service vehicles,
handicapped access, short term/visitor, and some allotted permanent parking space
needs identified by Parking & Transportation Master Plan by building/function.

L11

Natural Areas: The Natural Areas must be preserved as educational and scientific
resources. Each project must be assessed relative to impact on the Natural Areas.

L12

Community Access to University Programs: Both on- and off-campus



Does the project consider encouraging community access to University via suitably
located off-campus connections with transportation linkages? That is, CCTA, CATS
Shuttle, CATMA Shuttle, etc.?



By function should this project be located off-campus?



Is the function the project serves of interest to the public? If so, the project needs to
build in community access in its design, location, and transportation linkages.

Site Planning & Design Review Criteria
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Facilities Premises
F1

Stewardship: Does the project support the goals of the institution to be “The
Environmental University?” Does the project reinforce the premises that all facilities
and landscaping must be maintained so UVM can be a responsible steward of its
landholdings? This includes the new project’s long term maintenance plans and
landscaping needs.

F2

Adaptable/Collaborative: As considered in the planning principles, does the
project provide opportunities in the future to adapt the facilities for changing uses?
Does the project facilitate collaboration between programs, departments, colleges,
and schools?

F3

Reuse of Existing Facilities: Does the project first consider the re-design,
rehabilitation and reuse of existing facilities on campus? If the building is vacated by
the project, what plans are being made for future uses of the building?

F4

Historic Facilities: Does the project include or impact a building on or eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places? If so, does it respect and maintain
the historic integrity of the buildings on or eligible for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places? Is the building on the Central Campus and Redstone Campus? If
so, the commitment is to retain (keep) these buildings.

F5

New Technologies: For any renovation or new facility, have access to new
technologies been considered? That is, both from the construction, systems
perspective and access to new computing, information and telecommunications
technologies.

F6

Renovations: Is the building on or eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places? If not, priorities for major renovations should be of buildings with
durable, low maintenance exterior facade materials (excluding windows, doors, and
trim).

F7

Residential Properties: Is this a residential building? Unless functionally or
economically feasible, a residential building will not be retrofitted to other uses.
Additionally, if the facility is not within the Central Campus, the facility should be
returned to residential use or residential compatible uses when opportunities arise.

F8

Student Housing: Does this project have any impact on affordable community
housing and is it positive?
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Design Review Criteria
After the site planning review and
approval by the Board of Trustees if
needed to proceed with the design
development, the Campus Master
Planning Advisory Committee will
conduct an internal design review
process. Depending upon the scope
and complexity of the project, the CMPC
may direct the Landscape Advisory
Subcommittee to review the project from
an in-depth landscape and open space
network perspective. The LAS will report

their findings and recommendations to
the CMPC to include in recommendations
to Provost/Vice President for Finance &
Enterprise Services. Key components
of the design review include the district
design guidelines and standards
described in the 2006 Campus Master
Plan (Chapter 4.3 Main Campus: District
Design Guidelines (Architectural and
Landscape) and the local and state
regulatory requirements.

The overriding planning principles (Sense of Place, Inclusive & Accessible,
Environmental Sustainability, Circulation, Compatibility, Flexibility) should continue
to be considered in the actual design of the new project. The following additional
criteria will be addressed in the design review process:
1.

Does the project comply with the guidelines for the design district, including
the specifications and materials for foreground, transitional, and background
buildings within each design district?

2.

Does the project minimize the development of new impervious surfaces?

3.

Does this project impact any facility 50 years old or older? By definition, all
facilities over 50 years old may be considered “historic” even if they are not
already listed on the state or national registers of historic places.
3.1.

Is the project located in an historic district or does it involve an historic
building?

3.2.

If so, what are the significant historic features and how will they be impacted?

3.3.

Will the building be rehabilitated for University uses?

3.4.

Will any historic structures be substantially altered, demolished, removed or
relocated? If yes, is there a suitable mitigation plan?

3.5.

Will any other historic resources be impacted by this project?

Site Planning & Design Review Criteria
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4.

How does the project relate to the existing campus environment with respect
to:
4.1.

Massing, scale, and height;

4.2.

Compatibility with adjacencies;

4.3.

Materials, texture, color;

4.4.

Rhythm of solids and voids;

4.5.

Roof slopes and mechanical needs;

4.6.

Fenestration;

4.7.

Spacing of buildings and view sheds;

4.8.

Preservation of landscape; and

4.9.

Enhancement of open space and accessibility.

5.

Does the project take into account the existing conditions, connections, and
necessary upgrades to address identified deficiencies or unsafe, untenable
conditions?

6.

Does the project incorporate sustainable design strategies such as:
6.1.

Green Building Design technologies?

6.2.

Feasibility study of life cycle costing and environmental performance as
compared to initial project costs and/or other viable options to meet the
program needs to benefit pre-design decision-making?

6.3.

LEEDTM certification eligibility?

6.4.

Quality indoor air and maximum day lighting?

6.5.

Education and inclusion?

6.6.

Water conservation, trash reduction and recycling?

6.7.

Use of local building materials, products and fixtures?

6.8.

Other “best practices” that should be incorporated into the project design?

6.9.

Encourage adaptive reuse alternatives?
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7.

Rooftop equipment, waste disposal units and outdoor utilities are vital to
the University’s life-safety, environmental goals, and comfort of building
occupants. They can also be visually detracting, and generate fumes, noise
and other impacts, that can have an adverse impact on outdoor spaces,
academic and recreation uses, as well as nearby neighbors.
7.1.

Have key Physical Plant departments reviewed the project, such as, HVAC,
Custodial, Grounds, and Solid Waste and Recycling to provide appropriate
input to the final project plans?

7.2.

Potential noise levels from substantial rooftop equipment projects and
outdoor utilities should be assessed by a sound engineer and reviewed by
the Development Team and Campus Master Planning Advisory Committee for
appropriateness and acceptable levels.

7.3.

All of this equipment should be consolidated where possible and located
appropriately and employ suitable screening methods, including the use of
green fencing when appropriate.

8.

Does the project consider the microclimate in its design and placement on
the site? Is there an analysis of shadow patterns that will result from the
building(s)?

9.

Will the project generate stormwater run-off and if so, which stormwater
facility will it be collected and treated in? Is there existing capacity? Will a
stormwater discharge permit be required? Are best management practices
being reviewed?

10.

Does the project impact street facades? Does the project include construction
of a new roadway?

11.

Does the project provide efficient, effective, and safe circulation?
11.1. Does the project provide accessible and safe entries and walkways?
11.2. Will the project generate additional vehicular traffic, and if so, how much?
11.3. Has a traffic study been conducted with recommendations for circulation and
parking?
11.4. Will the project include light filled indoor public spaces that connect
with outdoor spaces to promote community interactions and pedestrian
connectivity?
11.5. Will the project improve pedestrian linkages to the adjacencies?
11.6. Does the project provide consolidated locations (interior and exterior) that
promote efficient means within the circulation network to dispose of recycling
and other solid waste?
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12.

Does the project site furnishings and locations reflect University standards?
If not, what is the rationale for this and the compatibility of the proposed
furnishings or products?
12.1. Site furnishings include but are not limited to: bicycle racks, benches, lighting,
trash & recycling receptacles, bollards, etc.

13.

Does the project incorporate a landscape design plan?
13.1. Has the Landscape Advisory Subcommittee reviewed this project?
13.2. Has Physical Plant Grounds Manager reviewed and approved the landscape
plan?
13.3. Is the landscaping plan consistent with and complementary to the campus
arboretum plans and initiatives? Does it contribute to or add to the arboretum
with appropriate planting selections?
13.4. Does the project employ native plant and/or landscape materials that require
minimal maintenance?
13.5. Does the landscape plan avoid the use of invasive species or trees that are
deemed vulnerable to pest or disease?
13.6. Are any existing trees/shrubs impacted by this project? If so:
13.6.1. What are the conditions of the existing trees/shrubs?
13.6.2. Is there adequate provision or specifications for protecting existing
specimen trees and existing vegetated areas that are to be retained
or are integral to the overall integrity of the campus landscape?
13.6.3. Will they be removed and relocated to a suitable site (i.e., permanent
and meet growing criteria for species) and/or destroyed? If removed
(either relocated or destroyed), is it absolutely required by the project
or other acceptable alternatives?
13.7. Does the project site incorporate any existing and/or new streets, sidewalks or
plantings?
13.8. Does the project incorporate landscaping, lighting, and wayfinding along
streets and driveways?
13.9. Does the project incorporate seamless connections to existing landscape and/
or circulation components?
13.10. Does the project address any deficiencies to the requisite connections?
13.11. Has safety and security issues been addressed within the landscape?
13.12. Will the project require additional resources to maintain the new landscape? If
so, has source of funds been identified to ensure sustainability?
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14.

Does the project promote inclusive interaction and/or integration of internal
and external community for people with disabilities, diverse lifestyles,
backgrounds, and cultures?
14.1. Does the project provide an engaging and welcoming environment for all?
14.2. What amenities will be provided by this project that will convey the institution’s
commitment to cultural diversity and inclusiveness in day-to-day life on
campus?

14.3. Does the project comply with the American Disabilities Act materials and 		
		
standards?
14.4. Does the project incorporate universal design components, when feasible and 		
		
appropriate, to best meet the needs of the community?
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